Comparison to Previous Edition
deleted
added
Rearranged/revised (on same panel)

Edition 64

Edition 63

LEGEND
1. Reformatting
2. More than half of
the topographic

symbols were deleted.
(unintended

consequences?)

Edition 64

Edition 63

?

LA Class B Transitions Panel — Mini Route

Added Class D Airspace around LAX

The boundary lines and ceiling altitudes of the D airspace are not correct.

Edition 64

Edition 63

LA Class B Transitions Panel — Special Flight Rules

1. Added Class D Airspace around LAX . The boundary lines and ceiling altitudes of the D airspace are
confusing
2. North complex moved west, south complex moved east.

Edition 64

Edition 63

Regulations regarding flights over charted

national park services areas moved from nav side
panel to flyways side of TAC chart.
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Air –to-Air Communications within the Los Angeles Basin

Air –to-Air Communications within the Los Angeles Basin
Below 2000’ when not in contact with ATC
Below 2000’ in the Los Angeles Basin, helicopter and fixed-wing operations are numerous The frequency
123.025 has been dedicated for many years for air-to-air position reporting between pilots. As of Revision 64, a
second frequency, 122.85, has been added. To determine the appropriate frequency for position reporting, the
Los Angeles basin has been divided: the line is one mile north and parallel to the 91 freeway from the Prado
Dam to the shoreline. At or below 2000’ north of that line, the frequency 123.025 should be used to make
regular position reports when not in contact with ATC. South of that line, the frequency 122.85 should be used.
Referring to the previous page, the four green rectangles have been added for the air-to-air communications
when not in contact with ATC. The green rectangles labeled “1” and “2” state:
“Caution: At or below 2000’ when operating along a line parallel to and one mile North along the 91
freeway corridor from West where the extension of that line intersects the beach just South of Manhattan
Beach pier, East along the 91 Freeway to Prado Dam and all areas North of this line in the LA Basin,
pilots are encouraged to make regular position reports on 123.025 when not in contact with ATC.”
The green rectangles labeled “3” and “4” state:
“Caution: At or below 2000’ when operating along a line parallel to and one mile North along the 91
Freeway Corridor from West where the extension of that line intersects the beach just South of
Manhattan Beach pier, East along the 91 Freeway to Prado Dam and all areas South of this line in the LA
Basin, pilots are encouraged to make regular position reports on 122.85 when not in contact with ATC.”

Flight Training Areas
Los Angeles VFR Terminal Area Chart Edition 64 also published changes to eight of the thirteen flight training
areas, adding or modifying a frequency “at or below 2000” to coincide with the air-to-air position reporting
frequencies. This enables the traffic below 2000’ to transit flight training areas without switching frequencies.
The frequencies above 2000’ to the ceiling of the flight training areas were unchanged.

Edition 64

Edition 63

In the northwest LA basin, the frequency at and
below 2000’ in the flight training areas for Simi
Valley and Santa Clarita added: 123.025.

Edition 64

Edition 63

Simi Valley

Santa
Clarita

In the northeast LA basin, the
frequency at and below 2000’
in the flight training areas for
Santa Fe, La Habra and Cajon
Pass was added: 123.025.
Edition 64

Edition 63

Santa Fe

La Habra

Cajon Pass

In the southwest LA basin, the
frequency at and below 2000’ in the
flight training areas for Palos Verdes
and Long Beach was changed to
122.85.

Edition 64

Edition 63

Palos Verdes

Long Beach

Additionally, the breakwater in Long Beach Harbor was adjusted to make
more visible.

In the south east LA basin, the frequency at and below 2000’ in the El
Toro flight training area was changed to 122.85.

Edition 64

Edition 63

Edition 64
Added notation:
“Warning:
National

Defense
Operating
Areas

Operations

hazardous to the
flight of aircraft

conducted within
these areas. “

Edition 63

Edition 64
Added notation:
“Warning:
National

Defense
Operating Areas
Operations

hazardous to the
flight of aircraft

conducted within
these areas. “

Edition
63

Edition 64

Added Burbank NDB
Changed multiple obstructions to single obstructions

Edition 63

Edition 64

Edition 63

Added: “See NOTAMs Directory for Class D
eff hrs” was added for LAX Class D airspace

Edition 64
Added Class D
Airspace around LAX .
The boundary lines and

ceiling altitudes of the D
airspace are confusing.

LAX VORTAC

symbol removed

Edition
63

Edition 64

Additions to Palmdale
700’ agl airspace ...

Edition 63

… as shown on LA
sectional edition 90 vs
edition 89; extending
more toward the south
and east. Note the white
line signifying TAC
overlap.
Continued —>

Palmdale airspace (continued)
As explained in the AF/D SW, 25 AUG 2011 to 20 OCT 2011 Bulletin for Los Angeles:
Revise PALMDALE, CA Class D: That airspace extending upward from the surface to and including 5,000
feet MSL within a 4.3-mile radius of Palmdale Regional Airport/USAF Plant 42. This Class D Airspace area
is effective during the specific dates and times established in advance by a Notice to Airmen. The effective
date and time will thereafter be continuously published in the Airport/Facility Directory.
Revise PALMDALE, CA Class E: That airspace extending upward from the surface within 2.6 miles each
side of the ILS localizer east course, extending from the 4.3-mile radius of Palmdale Regional Airport/
USAF Plant 42 to 6.5 miles east of the LOM, and within 1.8 miles south of and parallel to the Palmdale
VORTAC 099° radial extending from the 4.3-mile radius of the airport to 7 miles east of the VORTAC. This
Class E Airspace area is effective during the specific dates and times established in advance by a Notice
to Airmen. The effective date and time will thereafter be continuously published in the Airport/Facility
Directory.
Revise PALMDALE, CA Class E: That airspace extending upward from 700 feet above the surface within
1.8 miles south and 6.1 miles north of the Palmdale VORTAC 298° radial extending from the VORTAC to
15.6 miles northwest, and within 1.8 miles each side of the 310° bearing from the Gen. William J. Fox
Airfield extending from a 4-mile radius of Gen. William J. Fox Airfield to 9.1 miles northwest of the Airfield,
and within 5.2 miles south and 10.4 miles north of the Palmdale VORTAC 298° and 118° radials extending
from 9.6 miles northwest to 11.3 miles southeast of the VORTAC, and within 8 miles south and 4 miles
north of the 086° bearing from Palmdale Regional Airport/USAF Plant 42 extending 21.7 miles east of
Palmdale Regional Airport/USAF Plant 42. That airspace extending upward from 1,200 feet above the
surface bounded by a line beginning at 35°36’30”N, 118°45’03”W; to 35°44’00”N, 117°53’03”W; to 36°
7’00”N, 117°53’03”W; to 36°07’00”N, 117°35’03”W; to 35°47’46”N, 116°55’23”W; to 35°21’36”N, 116°
55’23”W; to 35°34’30”N, 116°29’43”W; to 35°34’30”N, 116°23’33”W; to 35°28’35”N, 116°18’48”W; to 35°
21’30”N, 116°13’03”W; to 34°43’00”N, 116°13’03”W; thence west along 34°43’00”N, to the southeast
boundary of V-21, thence along the southeast boundary of V-21 to 34°30’00”N, thence west along 34°
30’00”N, to 118°20’03”W; thence north along 118°20’03”W, to the south boundary of V-137, thence west
along the south boundary of V-137 to 118°45’03”W; thence to the point of beginning.

Edition 64

3 radials now define ALBAS

Edition 63

Banning runway shortened from 5200 to 4900,
Edition
64

raises field

elevation from

2219’ to

2222’

Edition
63

Edition 64

Isogonic line reference deleted.

Edition 63

Edition 64

Edition 63

Rearranged
Notation

For PV Point Visual
Checkpoint
Resolve some clutter?
On flyways side of TAC, flight

training area frequency for Long

Beach changed but breakwater
remains depicted as a solid line.

The
End

